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Product 100% Mexican and environmentally 

friendly



Gerardo Nungaray
 He was involved in a History Channel Project 

called “Una idea para cambiar la historia”, 

with his project about obtaining Diesel and 

Gasoline from plastic wastes.
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 With his "Micro-refinery“, Nungaray won the third place 

in the contest, he received a economic stimulus of $20K 

outlining his project all over the world.



Introduction
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 Implementation of a fuel

production plant utilizing waste

tires to obtain liquid fuel.

 Annually 85 million tires are

discarded in Mexico and 98% of

these in the best of cases are

deposited in municipal landfills and

they are not biodegradable.



Implementation and Management
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 The liquid fuel is only used for open flame boilers that ared used in hotels, fabrics, hospitals

and others to warm water.

 Produce electricity, as fuel for road paving plants, cement and brick plants.

 Excellent quality Carbon, when is transformed into bricks is also used as fuel with the same

aplications above mentioned but the calorific quality of the carbon is half as the liquid fuel.

*The steel also can be sold to recycling plants for smelting.

Management 

 The tires management is relatively easy, because it only involves theirs picking.

 3 products are obtained with an industrial use:



Application terms and conditions
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The Gustavo A. Madero delegation in the Federal District of Mexico collects 26 

tons of used tires monthly. * Just to compare the population of that delegation

stands at 1, 185, 772 habitants *.

• http://cuentame.inegi.org.mx/monografias/informacion/df/poblacion/, habitantes en la delegación

• (Fuente divulgación informática, delegación Gustavo A. Madero)

http://cuentame.inegi.org.mx/monografias/informacion/df/poblacion/
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Development

 The pyrolisis process of waste tires, consist on putting the ground material into a sealed container

and raise the temperature to 450°, the gas that is obtained in this process changes to liquid when

it cools and after this process the liquid fuels are stable and the carbon stays as waste in the

container (reactor) along with metal remains that are not significant.

 During the warming process the liquid fuels used in the plant are obtained, making the plant self-

sustaining. The consume of these fuels represents 17% of the used tires.

 The pyrolisis process allows combustion without oxygen, this minimize the enviromental pollution

and maximize outcomes.

 In the warming process it is necessary 8 hours with a gradient temperature raise, this 8 hours

includes the reactor filling, the process and the reactor and chiller cooling time.

 The equipment consists in 4 main elements:

 Mill: Depending on the size of the plant inside the mill, this is known as a cutter mil.

 Reactor: Is used to improve the swivel efficiency.

 Chiller (cooler): The cooler depends on the capacity of the mill and the verlocity set in the reactor.

 Peripheral Devices: Storage tanks, homogenizer, briquetter, material management equipment.
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Equipment production

 Each ton of tires is equal to 400 liters of liquid fuel, 200kg of carbón and 100kg of 

steel. The leftover is waste and should be burned into the environment.

 To produce 2 tons of liquid fuel, it’s necessary 5 tons of tires. 



Maintenance and Operation

 Wear is lower than the equipments that exist currently on the market

and easier to repair, so the final costumer doesn´t need to buy the

worn parts and the catalysts.

 The guarantee includes the materials and labor, applied on the

equipment including the hardware.

 The employees involved in a operation of this type of equipment has

a specific profile and will be trained by the company, usually a plant

with a capacity of 10 tonnes per day requires: 3 qualified workers for

an 8-hour shift and an engineer responsible for all shifts.
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Installation Measures

 The plant must have emergency exits toward any cardinal point.

 Places inside the facility to store for processing and processed materials.

 General enginery area.

 Away from urban sprawls.

 25kw electricity daily essential for operation at all time.

 Must have parking lot and easy acces to all the plant communication path.

 Away from underground oil pipelines, under high-voltage wiring or near schools, shopping centers or meeting places for 

people.

*The observation above facilitates the manufacture, the distribution of the final products and government regulations.
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Location

 Scalable, depending on the designated terrain.

 To transform 10 tons daily it must have 500 m2 of roof where the reactor is installed with its peripherals

devices and about 2 square hectares of enginery and storage area, office facilities, and a control and

tools room inside the ground and in a secure area it must be installed the noncondensable gases burner.

 The design of this plant is an industrial property of the company and it can be adaptable on some extent 

to the needs of the customer and the designated field.



Legality

 The company provides all permissions for this development, notices and permits

to SEMARNAT, PROFEPA, the Mexican army, state public works, water and

sewerage, civil protection, and the secretary of communications and transport,

etc.

 On three occasions the procedures for the implementation of a plant are

generated, but if the providers aforementioned do not allow installation from the

fourth attempt, the company readjusted the price of the plant to the customer.
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 This company supplies and installs "know how" for the installation and operation of

plants of this type not to social security registration as Infonavit and "seguro social"

etc. Social workers are assured of full responsibility of the customer.

 This company recommends workers profiles to seek for training. In the case of

casualties whatever reason, this company will train new prospects. In the event that

the above requirements are not met, the customer will have financial penalties

provided in the contract notarized.

Legality



Hardware

 Custom made and is connected to a black box that collects data to provide

maintenance time and indicators give real production data along with the monthly

work schedule, attendance of staff and team performance, surveillance cameras,

frequencies vehicles and material flows etc.
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Summary
 In the construction and operation of a plant of this type, pollution are not

observed in water, air or land. The process generates industrial products from

waste scrap tires are cheap and easily available.
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Notes
 For good and continuous operation of the plant, you need a place to store materials for

20 days of work in the facilities, 200 tons of product for a plant to process 10 tons per

day and the result of five days of work in stock available for supply to final customers.

 No smoking in the facility

 Taking care of the perimeter fence

 Take care for strangers

 Proper use of safety equipment

 Do not abuse the production

capacities of the team.

 Not leave the computer when the

reactor is in operation

 Always allow the burning of non-

condensable gases

 The use of distinctive uniforms for

workers

 Caring for native plants of the placen

 Not permitting the introduction

of aluminium to facilities or where

the finished material can contact

with this metal.
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 To produce 2,000 liters per day of liquid fuel are 

necessary 5 tons of tires . It also generates 1,000 

kg of carbon and 500 kg of steel.

The cost of this plant is $260,586.32 USD.

Prices in USD $15.35 at 06/05/15 http://www.banxico.org.mx/dyn/portal-
mercado-cambiario/index.html

Prices

http://www.banxico.org.mx/dyn/portal-mercado-cambiario/index.html
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Prices in USD $15.35 at 06/05/15 http://www.banxico.org.mx/dyn/portal-
mercado-cambiario/index.html

Prices

 To produce 5,000 liters per day of liquid fuel are 

necessary 12.5 tons of tires . It also generates 

2,500 kg of carbon and 1,250 kg of steel.

The cost of this plant is $553,745.93 USD.

http://www.banxico.org.mx/dyn/portal-mercado-cambiario/index.html
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Prices in USD $15.35 at 06/05/15 http://www.banxico.org.mx/dyn/portal-
mercado-cambiario/index.html

Prices

 To produce 9,000 liters per day of liquid fuel are 

necessary 22.5 tons of tires . It also generates 

4,500 kg of carbon and 2,250 kg of steel.

The cost of this plant is $938,110.75 USD.

http://www.banxico.org.mx/dyn/portal-mercado-cambiario/index.html
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Prices in USD $15.35 at 06/05/15 http://www.banxico.org.mx/dyn/portal-
mercado-cambiario/index.html

Prices

 To produce 18,000 liters per day of liquid fuel are 

necessary 45 tons of tires . It also generates 9,000 

kg of carbon and 4,500 kg of steel.

The cost of this plant is $1’758,957.66 USD.

http://www.banxico.org.mx/dyn/portal-mercado-cambiario/index.html
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Contact Details:

Corporate offices:
Girasoles 551
Col. Villas de Ixtepete
Zapopan, Jalisco
45236
Tel. (33) 19834271 Ext. 104

Headquartered
Constitución 116-1 

Col. Lomas de Soledad
Zacatecas, Zac.

98040
Tel. (492) 92 2 1781

José Manuel Barocio Z.
Projects

jmb@iade.com.mx
ventas@iade.com.mx

www.iade.com.mx

http://www.iade.com.mx/

